Case Study

MUSCAH
Visualization Allows Shipping Container
Housing Project To Move Forward

Challenge

Solution

A proponent of Sustainable Development,
Graham Massell was focused on building
a community using discarded shipping
containers for housing and retail space.
Using hand-drawn sketches and later
professional architect’s drawings, it was still
hard for potential investors, developers and
others to imagine how it would manifest.

ViZZ software transformed the architect’s
renderings into a realistic, virtual model
of the MUSCAH (Mixed Use Shipping
Container Alternative Housing) project which
could then be explored and evaluated by all
interested parties.

Results
By showing the 3D versions, Massell
gained several investors and had valuable
discussions with local contractors and the
city development committee, moving the
project closer to becoming a reality.

Background

Challenge

MUSCAH

Sustainable Development has been important to Graham
Massell since his college years. After encountering Architect
David Hill who built shipping container housing for the military,
he realized this model could also work for affordable housing,
where traditional construction methods were becoming too
expensive. Shipping containers which would ordinarily be
dumped, could now be repurposed and recycled, to cut down
on solid waste as well as the use of new building materials.
Massell sketched out designs for a community with shipping
container housing and commercial space.

Massell went on to get professional architect’s
drawings of a middle-income development,
MUSCAH, using shipping containers. This
development would be his proof of concept
for workforce housing, but these renderings
didn’t totally convey his development’s scope.
MUSCAH received some positive feedback, but
no investors. He also brought these designs to
the City’s Community Development Office to start
the approvals process- again facing a group who
couldn’t really visualize or comprehend such a
development project.

Solution
The ViZZ team saw an opportunity for MUSCAH to benefit
from the power of its modeling software. Massell was
intrigued by the chance to bring his project to life in a more
realistic and representative manner.
The partnership with ViZZ created a virtual model which
could be more thoroughly explored and evaluated, while
intriguing and impressing investors, developers and other
interested parties.

Results
With the ViZZ models of MUSCAH, Massell continued meeting with Community Development
and local contractors engaging in valuable discussions regarding changes needed to comply
with codes, permitting, safety, security and zoning requirements- moving the project closer to
reality.
Massell now has several investors who can clearly understand the value that projects like
MUSCAH can bring to the housing market as well as helping the planet in a sustainable way, all
while having a virtual collaboration tool for a smooth, successful development project.

